Polymerase chain reaction of genes flanked by short noncontiguous sequence motifs.
Short DNA sequence motifs have been demonstrated to interact with DNA binding proteins and regulate flanking genes. The short nature and the lack of continuity of many of these DNA binding sites make it difficult to develop an approach to characterize genes that have the same flanking sequences. We tested various oligonucleotide combinations using an immunoglobulin variable region gene family as a model amplification system. One successful amplification strategy used an oligonucleotide containing two known noncontiguous short sequences connected by random insertion of all four bases to maintain the appropriate spacing. A second approach used an oligonucleotide having a single short homologous sequence with the addition of all four bases randomly placed at the 5' end to increase the extent of homology. Both strategies will permit the priming of members of a specific gene family, with the two short sequences bridged by all four bases randomly added being more efficient in the amplification process.